
 “The role of the state in IR has grown steadily more important in every 

advanced democracy in terms of both substantive intervention and the level 

of polarization of IR issues” (Gliles) 

 Considerably evident in Australia since Federation, yet there exists a 

deregulatory push; push to withdraw state from employment relations 

 Key issue; efficiency vs equity 

o Efficiency; anti-government view; pro-business 

o Equity; protection security for workers 

 These notions clash; represent different interests 

Theoretical perspectives;  

 Pluralist view; 

o State acts as a neutral arbiter; impartial  

o Inequalities in society and the workplace but no one group dominates 

political outcomes; states are responsive to public opinion; act in the 

public interest 

o Criticism; BUT, is it possible to harmonise all of these competing 

interests? Is the view of the majority easily discerned and enforced?  

 Radical (Marxist) view; 

o ‘Biased state’; state is structured in the interests of capital and 

employers  

o State dependent upon and ultimately supportive of capital; ensures 

that employers can continue to generate a profit; provide security  

o Stability of ‘the system’ is a critical consideration and function 

o Representatives of the state represent capital; not the working class 

o Criticism; BUT, the state has independence; inherently negative view  

 Unitarist view 

o The state has a degree of ‘relative autonomy’ from the interests of 

private capital 

o Not a fully developed theory; it is too focused on the organisation  

State influences over Employment Relations  



 The state encompasses a plurality of institutions/ operate independently of 

the government  

 Can influence ER 

o Directly; rules regarding how disputes are handled and resolved and 

the hiring and firing of employees -> legislation e.g., the Fair Work Act  

o Indirectly; rules affecting the economy e.g., spending on education/ 

taxation policy on business -> education affecting labour supply 

Separation of Powers; 

 Those who make the laws, do not enforce or interpret the laws 

 Legislative; make the laws and regulations that govern the rest of the 

community; rare that a government would have a majority in both houses of 

parliament  

 Executive; elected government; the public bureaucracy; responsible for the 

implementation and enforcement of the decisions of the legislature and 

judiciary  

 Judiciary; responsible for interpreting and enforcing the rules made by the 

legislature; determining whether laws are constitutional   

Role and functions of the state 

 Legislator;  

 Labour market regulator; e.g., minimums wage review process, workplace 

health and safety  

 Conciliator, arbitrator, mediator; services for resolution of industrial conflict 

e.g., Fair Work Commission  

 Employer; about 19% of the Australian workforce is employed by state 

related organisations; impact labour directly in setting wages and conditions; 

can set an example for other workplaces; e.g., maternity leave was first 

available for public servants  

 Provider of public goods; e.g., health-care, education  

 

Changing Patterns of State Intervention in ER  

 



Definitions for the debates;  

 Regulated; the making of the rules of employment through and by the state; 

e.g., laws, rules, enforcement, sanctions, tribunals  

 Deregulated; the removal of the laws, rules, etc. that set the terms and 

conditions of employment, and instead letting the market prevail -> rules 

determined through negotiation between employers and employees 

 Centralised; where the terms and conditions are set nationally so that all 

employees have access to the same or similar entitlement regardless of 

where they work  

 Decentralised; where the terms and conditions are set at the local workplace 

level (or individual) so that employees have access to different entitlements 

depending on where they work  

100+ Years of Work Regulation in Australia (differentiate in terms of locus of power, 

efficiency v equity idea and theoretical perspective)  

 Pre-1904;  

o Very little involvement by the state in employment relations 

o Only laws related to masters and servants (within housing estates 

e.g., Downton Abbey) 

o Industrialisation -> development of employment contract  

o State regulation mainly via judiciary (common law) 

 1904-1993; 

o 1890s; industrial action in key sectors of the economy (e.g., shearing, 

mining, maritime) 

o Power included in Constitution that allowed laws to be made for the 

settling of disputes through conciliation and arbitration; to substitute 

the ‘barbarous’ actions of strikes etc.; protect the public interest -> 

pluralism  

o Conciliation and Arbitration Act (1904)  

o ‘Historical compromise’;  

 Economic management through tariffs; taxes applied to 

imports; protection for domestic companies  



 Community welfare; employment conditions set through the 

arbitration system; distributed higher profits throughout the 

workforce through awards 

 Restrictive immigration system; left the labour market close to 

a shortage; maintaining living wage; maintaining product 

market free from external competition 

 Compromise not only between labour and capital, but state 

politics and interlocking institutional arrangements -> macro 

arrangement  

o 1907 Harvester case; set the “fair and reasonable wage”; not 

determined by what employers could afford to pay, but the living 

wage  

o Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration -> AIRC 

o Awards were created by a dispute process; 

 Unions submitted a log of claims -> employers would reject -> 

dispute 

 Conciliation (settlement of disputes by meeting/ negotiation) 

 Arbitration (hearing)  

 Award (quasi-legislation and quasi-judgement)  

 Collective (no individual disputes)  

 Put unions at the centre of the system; given status as legal 

entities; not just representative  

 Can enter agreements but not below that allocated in the 

award  

o State intervenes in labour market and other areas of the economy; 

until 1940s limited provision of welfare 

o Since 1980s, significant changes have occurred (reflective of key 

political and economic development); rationalization; economic 

reform  

o The Accord; agreement between govt and unions; process of 

management decentralisation; form of corporatism; relied upon 



centralized wage fixing and union involvement in national policy 

making 

 1993-2005; 

o 1988 (and 1993 amendments); introduction of the very first collective 

agreements 

o 2nd Reading Speech; Industrial Relations Amendment Act 1993; 

justified on economic grounds; change from insular and agrarian to 

open and competitive; cannot survive under protectionism; providing 

employers and employees to regulate their relations; provision of 

choice for individual workplaces -> decentralisation  

o Much less reliance on arbitration; introduced individual rights; e.g., 

unfair dismissal and enterprise bargaining (non-union agreements)  

o 1996 Workplace Relations Act;  

 Awards reduced in scope to only 20 “allowable matters” 

 Awards provided safety net for workplace agreements  

 Introduction of individual ‘Australian Workplace Agreements’ 

 AWA”s; “no disadvantage test” administered by Office of the 

Employment Advocate (OEA)  

 2005-2009; 

o Work Choices amendments to Workplace Relations Act  

o Relied on Corporations Power to attempt national system of work 

regulation  

o Introduction of Aust Fair Pay and Conditions Standard  

o Removed items from awards and put into this legislation; 

 Minimum pay 

 Maximum ordinary hours of work; 38/ week 

 4 weeks annual leave 

 10 days’ personal leave (including sick) 

 52 weeks unpaid parental leave  

o Established Australian Fair Pay Commission to set national minimum 

wage; no longer an obligation on any employer to collectively bargain  

o Broad exemptions from unfair dismissal rights  



o Allowed to agreements below award level 

o No disadvantage test; only safety net; Australian Fair Pay……  

o ‘Take it or leave it’  

o (Getting rid of unwanted third parties; deregulatory approach)  

 2009-present  

o Negative public reaction to Work Choices and ACTU campaign  

o E.g., Gillard election advertisement; promoted collective/ enterprise 

bargaining; fostered teamwork, employee involvement and 

commitment to the workplace; lowers labour turnover -> productivity  

o Fair Work Act (2009); expanded AFPCS from 5 items to 10 

o Modern Awards (4000 -> 122) 

 No union involvement  

 Limited scope for FWA to amend 

 No scope for test cases 

o Collective bargaining; some FWA supervision ‘good faith’ and ‘better 

off overall’  

o AWAs removed 

o Return of unfair dismissal protection  

Current debates; 

 Deregulation of the labour market 

 Criticisms of this approach 

 Process since the late 1990s has seen winding back of regulation of work by 

formal and external means 

 Concept of ‘re-regulation’ instead of deregulation (move to internal and 

informal regulatory mechanisms) -> unitarist  

 Keep these concepts in mind when analysing the discourse and substance of 

the current policy debates  

 Productivity Commission; draft report or its Inquiry into the Workplace 

Relations Framework  

Read 91-102  

 



The State as an Employer; 

 What is the public sector; 

o Federal, state and local governments  

o Government funded bodies, such as the ABC and universities  

o Formerly; Telstra, Qantas, Commonwealth Bank -> privatized  

 The size and cost of the public sector workforce has made public-sector 

management an ongoing political issue -> downsizing  

 Traditionally, the public sector has been a large employer; 

o 1960; 25.5% 

o 2007; 15.9% 

 Themes in public sector ER; ‘downsizing’, ‘managerialism’, ‘marketization’, 

‘devolution’  

 

Conclusion; 

 State has a wide range of functions, typically act as executive, legislation and 

judicial   

 Played a key role in ER  

 Various interpretations of role of state 

 Nature of intervention in IR has changed significantly since the Laborism to 

deregulation 

 Proper role of state is contested  

Pp. 110-112 


